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COMPANY PROFILE
DIASTASYS
Diastasys was founded in 2007 with the vision to provide premier enterprise software solutions, and high-level services across the entrepreneurial spectrum of the
Greek and International markets. Our specialized personnel are dedicated to design,
develop and deliver integrated IT and Enterprise Software solutions in a results-oriented approach. Having extended Microsoft platforms, the end-products of our company
encompass innovation, user-friendliness, new functionalities, and provide unprecedented added value to our customers’ investments. We maintain a philosophy that is
based on principles of quality, integrity, transparency, and team spirit.

DIFFERENTIATION
We design, develop and deploy vertical solutions by successfully implementing and
delivering reliable software systems that will add value to our customers’ business
requirements. Our software products have been evolving by adopting
state-of-the-art processes through: innovation, ergonomics, fast and accurate parameterization and continuous upgrading.

QUALITY
At the very core of our philosophy lies the commitment to the final goal: “Best-Fitting

software systems that work!”
Our company constantly invests by recruiting professionals of high caliber and specialization in their area of expertise. Our staff is capable to lead, assist and support our
customers in order to sustain their performance and financial stability. Having delivered a substantial number of different solutions for large enterprises and organizations, Diastasys has acquired a multi-faceted readiness and crucial know-how which
has enabled us to carry out projects with high degree of complexity.
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WE COMMIT TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
All our actions aim at achieving Excellence. Hence, we direct all our efforts to become the
best by producing innovative solutions that offer added-value to our customers, thus
making the most out of functional flexibility, as well as fast return of investment (ROI).
We at Diastasys, encourage the creative spirit of our staff by cultivating the best working
conditions dictated by justice and mutual respect.
All our actions aim at achieving excellence. We direct all our efforts to become the best
by producing innovative solutions that offer added-value to our customers by making the
most out of functional flexibility, as well as fast return of investment (ROI). We at
Diastasys, encourage the creative spirit of our staff by cultivating the best working conditions dictated by fairness and mutual respect.

WE BELIEVE IN OUR DYNAMIC GROWTH MODEL
•
•
•

Embracing our staff members who generate value and lead the growth of our company,
Aiming at our robust research and development (R&D) process that points to the enforcement of our competitive advantage, enabling to translate the current market
requirements, while further exploring innovative technologies.

Investing to strategic partnerships with leading enterprises in their business domain
pondering on the incoming value for further development of Diastasys, as well as to the
continuous improvement at both the level of products and the solutions our company
provides,

•

For our customers and our channel partners both locally and internationally, who
consider us as a reliable long-term ally, and trust us for our business values, our
ethical code, as well as our excellent staff members.
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
Diastasys is an official Microsoft Gold ERP Partner; a distinction which ascertains the high-level professional know-how of
our staff in ERP technologies and implementations. Additionally, our company is a Microsoft Independent Software Vendor

(ISV) for the development and distribution of Microsoft products, and reseller of Microsoft Dynamics NAV licenses. In this context, we provide related services of installation, parameterization and maintenance.
In the domain of Business Intelligence and M.I.S., Diastasys has partnered with Qlik, one of the most recognizable international players in this domain. Qlik is a renowned B.I. platform provider for the design of applications that support the crucial
“from data to actionable knowledge” processes. It contributes to accurate decision making tasks, while responding to compliance issues specific to every vertical market. Our customers rely on a powerful decision making and compliance platform that
empowers them to focus on profitable business decisions.
Diastasys upgrades and extends its solutions’ functionality with the development of applications for mobile questionnaires.
It responds to urgent requirements that mandate an increasing use of mobile devices like: hand-held, smartphones, etc. in an
effort to extend systems’ functionality in a wireless environment. Our mobile applications are based on the platforms: Microsoft
Windows Mobile and Android, which are considered very popular operating platforms used by an increasing number of smartphones among millions of mobile device-owners.
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THE SCOPE OF OUR SERVICES
We create and deliver IT software solutions that resolve all potential problem areas of business operational efficiency.
We heavily rely on our staff that is empowered and highly specialized, inspired to act as business and technical consultants.
They transfuse their expertise, established professional experience, and technical excellence to our clients to providing
viable, expandable and consistently adaptable software solutions.

Our services’ portfolio main characteristics:

• Transformation, configuration and tailor-made adaptation tasks of an ERP system,
• Development of new functional sub-systems that make Microsoft Dynamics NAV seamlessly fit in vertical industries,

• Design

of business intelligence applications transforming “data-to-actionable-knowledge” and creating integrated information & knowledge management frameworks,

• Adoption of best practices, capability for specific parameterization of international reg-

ulatory standards to IT software structures that are fully aligned to governance standards,

• Mobile Application Services that streamline the basic business activities and extend the

day-to-day business capacity, improve the operational processes, and manage the information flow and applications; running everywhere, anytime through mobile devices
(Smartphones & Tablets),

• Project Management and Quality Assurance methods and best practices,
• Business Consulting Services in maximizing the return of investment on the offered software solutions,

• Installation and maintenance and hands-on training on the software solutions delivered,
• Continuous and reliable support at the post-implementation period of every project.
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Microsoft Dynamics NAV ERP
It constitutes an excellent ERP solution that empowers enterprises with considerable flexibility in the day-to-day operational
needs, enabling further entrepreneurial opportunities to be exploited. Microsoft Dynamics® NAV provides unparalleled user
experience and high-tech innovation, simplifying the information access, improving the integration of business data, enforcing the operational growth potential, and maximizing the overall IT investment.

Functional subsystems of Microsoft Dynamics NAV include:

•Financial Management,
•General Ledger & Analytical Accounting,
•Distribution & Billing,
•Returns & Warehouse Management,
•Automatic Data Capturing (Entry) Systems,
•Demand Forecasting & Management of Securities and Titles,
•Multiple Currencies,
•Analytical Reporting & Multidimensional ad-hoc querying,
•Business Performance Analytics,
•Sales & Marketing,
•Customer Relationship Management,
•Human Resources Management,
•Project Management,
•Field Service Management,
•Support of XBRL reporting language & OLAP Cubes,
•Supply Chain Management.
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POWERFUL ADDED-VALUE ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS
Diastasys upgrades and extends the functionality of Microsoft Dynamics NAV by developing strategic applications that address
specific vertical industries possessing a high degree of particular functionality. It also adapts those vertical solutions with the
established workflows for related operational advantage providing a strong IT ally that satisfies those enterprises and organizations in Greece and the International markets.

NAVINS
NAVins for Microsoft Dynamics NAV is a vertical solution, fully integrated Microsoft Dynamics NAV for the management of
Insurance Enterprises, Insurance Brokers and Insurance Mediators of various sizes that offers full functionality by covering:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customers, Brokers, Insurance Companies for all Insurance Sectors,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brokers – Ins. Company Aging,

Risk coverage per sector, Coverage Packages,
Policies, Endorsement & Renewals Management,
Reinsurance & Coinsurance,
Claims Management,
Claims Follow-up, payoff, claims expenses,
Commission (Incoming – Outgoing), Extra-commission,
Multiple Commission structures,
Comparative Quotation per Insurance company,
Multiple Coverage Pricelists,
Multiple Branches,
Approvals workflows,
Digital Document Archiving,
Solvency II Compliance.
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EREGON
In the demanding area of Business Services, companies have realized that ownership of special IT Applications
have become of paramount importance. Modern, user-centric applications with extensible functionality for integrated project planning and management enable these companies to faster and better management of: resources,
time communication, information and knowledge of production and distribution processes. eregon Advanced
Job Management for Microsoft Dynamics NAV is the proposition of Diastasys providing functional features like:
• Comprehensive Project and Portfolio Management,
• Enterprise Project Planning, Project Management, Resource & Time Management,
• Creation, promotion, and optimization of relationships to the various individual entities
(Customer Relationship, Partner Relationship, Personnel Relationship),
• Acquisition of competitive edge in capitalizing and exploiting the hidden knowledge from within the business,
• Process and Procedures’ automation & support of Web Timesheets,
• Establishing and using of a unified environment of electronic work and collaboration.

EREGON M&R
eregon M&R for Microsoft Dynamics NAV solution is an advanced, integrated proposition to the enterprises that
are engaged in the area of surveys and market research. It is fully integrated with MS Dynamics NAV, yet it vertically expands the latter’s functionality. eregon M&R for Microsoft Dynamics NAV incorporates the embedded
functionality of eregon Advanced Job Management, with additional specific features such as:
• Panel Management (Interviewees, Interviewees’ Profile),
• Qualitative Survey Management (Venues, Group Formation, Cash Administration),
• Field Management (Researchers / Agents, Questionnaires, Quota, Control Check Mechanisms, Expense Reports).

EREGON ADVERT
eregon advert for Microsoft Dynamics NAV solution addresses the advertising enterprises which seek an integrated
system to flexibly track and manage the whole spectrum of the operational phases and the global view of an advertisement project. In a real-time mode it helps in the design of commercial policies, the marketing activities, as well as
their immediate implementation and deployment. eregon advert for Microsoft Dynamics NAV incorporates the embedded functionality provided by eregon Advanced Job Management with additional specific features such as:
• Media Management,
• Management of publication fees,
• Media Planning,
• Price lists and compensations for the advertising enterprise,
• Media Monitoring,
• Analytic reports for decision making.
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MOBIQ & STAT
Diastasys Mobile Questionnaires Solutions Mobiq & Stat provide the ideal solution designed for the collection and

data analysis by market research and survey companies, medical survey projects, as well as for every enterprise that
needs to run internally a full lifecycle of: design, organization, management and analysis of market research
or survey data that may originate from various heterogeneous data sources.
Mobiq uses the technological features of mobile devices’ operating systems (Windows Mobile and Android) through
which mobile applications are implemented. Its functionality allows for wireless remote collection of raw data, by
easily creating questionnaires with minimal data entry.

Stat produces high-quality statistical analysis reports, and since it is developed on Microsoft technologies, it accesses
different database systems.
The proven effectiveness, the impressive performance and fast R.O.I. of Mobiq and Stat, are benefits that are provided
by a flexible environment to assist every business to innovatively deploy:
• Survey Management,
• Data Processing & Statistical Analysis,
• Storing, Retrieving and Reusing Analyses outcomes,
• Publishing & Launching analyses through the Internet,
• Multiple Survey & Multiple Questionnaires Management,
• Parent, Child Questionnaires & Multiple questions types,
• Validation control of replies, navigation of replies,
• Automatic location spot detection where a survey instance takes place,
• Automating and adding value to the business activities that aim at performing rationalized fast and accurate
surveys,
• KPIs real-time continuous monitoring,
• Problematic points spotting, along the procedural model in the course of carrying through surveys,
• Deadline Management, Delay Management, Extra conditions monitoring resulting to immediate alerting to the
team leaders,
• Enriched statistical dynamic reporting structures facilitating the process of extracting actionable conclusions
leading to effective decision making,
• Improvement services for business process management (BPM) and workflow re-design.
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COMPETITIVE EDGE
•

Strategic partnerships with leading high-tech providers world-wide, that possess top quality solutions
and systems in terms of functionality, providing continuous support, as well as ensuring the return of
investment of their customers’ information systems, as well as their steady running,

•

Integration of our solutions in a flexible way to the customer’s existing IT infrastructure and legacy systems, by always certifying the optimum and realistic implementation from a technical standpoint,

•

Proven know-how, excellent track record of already delivered project and services to demanding and

•

heterogeneous environments,
Sustainable path in investing to continuous knowledge acquisition, hands-on expertise for the purpose
of providing and supporting advanced, successfully tested and profitable solutions.

LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE
•

To expand steadily, consistently, with a results-oriented business attitude in the global IT market,

•

To upgrade our products and solutions under the principles dictated by excellence and customer satisfaction,

•

To explore, evaluate and incorporate new services that best contribute to the qualitative and quantitative
optimization of our customers’ investment. By assisting them to reducing the total cost of ownership of their
IT systems, the customers can undertake solid steps towards business transformation,

•

To maintain a constantly challenging, interesting yet satisfying work environment for our human capital,

•

To promote the brand of Diastasys by seeking to establish new strategic partnerships with international
innovators so to sustain a portfolio of high-valued services.

